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$[15]\rangle$
$[16]$ .
, $\mathfrak{M}_{\nu}^{3}(c)$ $(\nu, 3-\nu)(\nu=1,2)$ , $c(c=$
$0,$ $\pm 1)$ 3 , $\mathfrak{M}_{\nu}^{3}(C)$ ,
,
.
$a=(a_{\mathit{0}}, a1, a2, a3),$ $b=(b_{0}, b_{1}, b_{2}, b_{3})\in \mathrm{R}^{4}$ ,
$\langle a, b\rangle_{\iota \text{ }},0=-\sum_{1i=}^{\text{ }}a_{i}b\iota i+i=\nu\sum aib_{i}3+1$
’
$\langle a , b\rangle_{\nu,1}=-\sum aibi+\nu-1i=0i=\sum^{\mathrm{s}}I\text{ }a_{i}bi$ ,




$\Re \mathrm{t}_{\nu}^{3}(c)=$ $c=c=0\pm’ 1$
$\text{ _{}\nu}^{3}(C)$ .
$\mathfrak{M}_{\nu}^{3}(c)$ , $M$ \nu 3 $(c)$
( [26]
1113 1999 85-94 85
). $(x, y)$ $M$ null coordinate , $M$ $M$
$u$ , $e^{u}dxdy$ . , $N$ $F$
, $F$ $H$ , $Qd_{X^{2}},$ $Rdy^{2}$ ,





















( , [1], [2], [5], [6], [7], [12], [13]) [17], [19], [22], [23], [25]




([9], [18], [20] ).
$\Re t_{\nu}^{3}(c)$ $\gamma=\gamma(x)$ \rangle
$A,$ $B,$ $C\in\gamma^{*}T\mathfrak{M}3(\nu C)$ , null Frenet curve
. , $A= \frac{d\gamma}{dx},$ $\langle A, A\rangle_{\nu,c}=\langle B, B\rangle_{\nu,c}=0,$ $\langle A, B\rangle_{\nu,c}=1$
$C$ $A$ $B$ .
$\gamma$
$\mathfrak{M}_{\nu}^{3}(c)$ null Frenet curve .
$F(x, y)=\gamma(_{X})+yB(X)$
\nu 3(c) $F$ $\gamma$ B-scroll .
, , $\kappa,$ $\tau$
null Renet curve B-scroll . ,
87
$Q\neq 0,$ $R\equiv 0$ $Q\equiv 0,$ $R\neq 0$ ,
null Frenet curve B-scroll – – .
, $Q,$ $R\neq 0$ . ,
[17], [22] , .
$F$ $Q,$ $R\neq 0$ $(\mathrm{i}))(\mathrm{i}\mathrm{i})$
.
(i) $F$ $\pm\theta- \mathrm{i}_{\mathrm{S}\mathrm{O}}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{h}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{m}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{C}(\theta\in \mathrm{R})$ , , null coordinate $M$
$q$ ,







$u$ $-u$ , $q$ $H$ ,
.
, dual surface . –





$Q,$ $R\neq 0$ dual surface
.
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[1], [3], [10], [11], [13], [14] $\text{ })$ .
$\nu=1$ $I_{c},$ $\nu=2$ L
harmonic inverse mean curvature surface (HIMC surface
) .
HIMC surface , , .
HIMC surface HIMC surface ,
, , $K$ $\frac{K}{H^{2}+c}(\nu=1$
), $\frac{K}{H^{2}-c}$ ($\nu=2$ ) ($c=0$ , $\frac{K}{H^{2}}$
).
, HIMC surface –




$\pm\theta$-isothermic , $q$ , HIMC surface
$H$ ( ) , , $x$ $y$
. .
.
$\pm\theta- \mathrm{i}_{\mathrm{S}\mathrm{O}}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{h}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{m}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{c}$ , , HIMC surface
, Hazzidakis ([1], [2], [3], [6], [19])
$\{(\frac{\psi_{ss}}{\psi_{s}})_{s}-\psi s\}s^{2}=2-\frac{\psi^{2}+\alpha}{\psi_{s}}$ .
,
$S=$ $\alpha\in \mathrm{R}$ .
Hazzidakis
[2], [3] , , Hazzidakis
. , .
$\pm\theta$-isothermic $K$ , $K=0$
$c(\nu=1\text{ })$ , $-C$ ($\nu=2$ ), , $\pm\theta$-isothermic HIMC
surface $\frac{K}{H^{2}+c}(\nu=1\text{ }),$ $\frac{K}{H^{2}-c}$ ($\nu=2$ )
$K=0$ .
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, [6], [7], [12], [25] ,
, .
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